
touches out of bounds. In NCAA, the game clock next
starts on the referee’s signal (3-2-5a-11). The rule applies
only to team A fumbles. In NFHS, the clock next starts
on the snap regardless of which team fumbled the ball
forward and out of bounds (3-4-3a). 
Written by Judson Howard, a retired official from Los Angeles. He
officiated more than 20 years, many at the NCAA Division I level. nn

Give Yourself Some
Wiggle Room
By Tim Sloan

One thing that makes any official look good is when
the Saturday morning film review proves the

Friday night call was correct. Coaches don’t often care
how you got it right, just that you did. Supervisors, on
the other hand, look for what you do mechanically
during the game to optimize your chances of getting
the close calls right, should you have to make them.

One of the keys to nailing that bang-bang call is to be
able to see the whole play with one look. That means
seeing all of the details of the play without moving
your eyes. To do that, you want to be stationary and far

enough from the play so you can absorb everything
from the hands to the feet of the players involved.
Being five to 10 yards from the action and not having to
dodge it as it approaches is ideal in most cases.

For back judges, the close calls tend to come in
catch/no catch situations or the scramble surrounding
the possible touching of a kick. The nice thing, from a
back judge’s perspective, is there is time to see the play
coming so he can circle around and get the perfect
angle and distance to make the call without becoming
part of it. For the short wings, that is more problematic.
First of all, wings are expected to stay relatively close to
the sideline and, in fact, a good number of our calls
pertain to where the play crosses the line. That limits
where wings can stand.

Moreover, wings have limited room out of bounds to
get in position without risking a clipboard or a camera
getting stuck in their ear. While the rules specify a two-
yard buffer zone all the way around the field where
there should be nobody but three coaches and the
officials standing, how often do you see more than that?
And how often, even when the riffraff is standing back
behind the dotted line, do you see an official passing up
the best angle because someone’s still in the way? The
fact is that never has to happen to you. Between downs,
you should always be looking ahead to where you
might have to be on the next play and make sure you’re
going to have the room you need to do your job.
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I learned that lesson the hard way when a friend
ruined his career. He and I were doing a high school
game and the bench personnel kept crowding the
sideline. Eventually, a sweep ended up in my buddy’s
lap. Because the sideline wasn’t clear behind him, he
ended up getting trapped and the pile fell on him. He
suffered a “bumper fracture” of one tibia and, to this
day, walks with a limp.

Now I take the approach of Tiger Woods’ caddy, Steve
Williams. Even though there are marshals and cops around
who should be doing that stuff, Steve takes matters into
his own hands and is always on the lookout for people
who, mostly out of innocence, threaten to cause problems
by being in the wrong place at the wrong time. The
difference is that I’m not looking for clicking shutters or
people moving. I’m after people who are going to be
where I want to be and I want to move them, to our
mutual satisfaction, before someone gets hurt … like
me. And when I move them, I try to get them back as
far as I need rather than just outside the buffer zone.

The biggest offenders are substitutes, news people
and cheerleaders, all of whom feel it is a constitutional
right to occupy your knickers with you. The subs want
to be as close to the sideline as possible to prove their
interest to the coaching staff. The journalists usually
travel in pairs comprised of a cameraman and reporter.
The former is viewing life through a periscope while
the other is scribbling furiously, and neither tends to
have any inkling that anybody is around them. The
cheerleaders have their backs to the field and seem
determined to perform their most dangerous pyramids
as close to the sideline as possible. Interestingly, all of
them hurt about the same when you run into them.
Legally, all of those people are allowed to be where they
are but, practically, you have to work with them to get
them to move farther when the situation dictates.

On scrimmage plays near midfield, the chief concern
is a play running wide and pinning you in front of the

bench. If the play is gaining yards, it’s a simple matter
for the official to stand still, let it pass and then be
safely behind it when it finally spills out of bounds.
That gives you room to visually pick up the out-of-
bounds spot, observe the activity out of bounds and
then step up and mark the spot when the bodies have
stopped flying. I liken it to jaywalking safely on a busy
street. The bigger problem will be if the play comes
right at you or even loses yards; sort of like when a taxi
comes up on the sidewalk. In that case, you are going to
have to move assertively along the sideline and farther
toward the backfield than the ball carrier until he turns
the corner. Hence, you need to check your sideline
behind the neutral zone to make sure it’s clear. There
you will find lurking various assistant coaches, the ball
boy and possibly the vice-president of the booster club.
Don’t read the riot act to them — at least, not at first —
but tell them you need room to work if the play comes
that way. Usually, that works because they enjoy
walking, too, plus you asked nicely and you’re right —
they shouldn’t be there. If you mark your territory from
play one, they often start helping without needing to be
told.

Things get more complicated when there’s a chance
the play may end near the goalline or close to an
important first down. The latter includes fourth-down
plays. Common sense is for the official to release to the
lead stake once the ball’s snapped. In those cases, you
want to be looking straight along the goalline or line-to-
gain for forward progress, not up the sideline. If the
play comes toward you, being on the buffer line, two
yards out of bounds with the cameraman against your
rump, is a bad idea. You either have to abandon the line
or take the potential hit. Neither option makes you look
good. What I do around the goalline is tell the
photographers to move down the buffer line about five
yards into the end zone. If a pass play goes out of
bounds there, I’m going to be on the sideline looking

Down, But Not Out (of Bounds)
In baseball, sliding aids a runner who is trying to reach a
base. In football, sliding sometimes does nothing to
change the status of the ball or the progress of the
runner.

In the PlayPic, the runner is down because his hip and
thigh touched the ground. He is not given the benefit of
yardage gained by sliding farther downfield. The ball
should be spotted at its foremost point when the runner
was down by rule.

Additionally, the slide across the sideline does not, in
and of itself, cause the clock to stop. Because the
runner’s progress was stopped inbounds, the clock
should continue to run unless it must be stopped for
other reasons (penalty on the play, line-to-gain reached,
etc.).

PlayPic™

HITS GROUND HERE

SLIDES OUT
OF BOUNDS
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from the goalline. They’ll still get their Pulitzer and be
out of my way. Anybody else just doesn’t need to be
anywhere near me at the corner of the end zone and
I’ll insist they give me a five-yard radius around the
pylon all to myself.

Once in awhile, somebody will try to tell you that
they have every right to stand where they are and/or
that you are on a power trip. I once asked a
photographer how he ever intended to make his
deadline if I stopped the game and stood staring at
him for as long as it took him to move. If worst comes
to worst, don’t back down on your request for space
but get game management to help.

The third area in which you need to mark your
territory is on team R’s restraining line during an
onside kick. That play will happen right in front of a
team bench. In addition to the fact that you’re no
longer contending with a rogue photographer but
dozens of occupants of the team bench, you are also
dealing with an element of secrecy. At least one of the
teams is going to be sensitive to you using a bullhorn
to back everyone up several yards, lest you spoil their
element of surprise. What I do is work through the
coach and he can decide how much attention he wants
to draw to my request to back people up. He also has
liability in mind and is inclined to help you out.

The important thing is that you have to be willing
to demand more room to work than the field diagram
requires in some situations and you have to work
proactively with onlookers to keep ahead of the
situation. Never get yourself caught hoping non-
participants know enough to make room for you.
When the play starts, I guarantee that the last person
they’re watching is the official, so you have to expect
them to wander into your way.

Keep them far enough back for you to make the
right call.
Tim Sloan, Bettendorf, Iowa, officiates high school basketball,
football and volleyball. nn

Thanks to a clean sideline, Matthew Willmes, Shoreline, Wash.,
can safely cover a play in his coverage area.
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